Student Engagment
We provide the ecosystem for our students to excel beyond the classroom by in-

fusing opportunities to cultivate an entrepreneurial mindset through collaborative
innovation and new paradigms within a diversely talented global cohort of MBA
students.

As an inclusive institution, we welcome our students’ families to our campus and
encourage social cohesion amongst the KAEC community.

We pride ourselves in collaborating with the MBA Graduate Student Council
(GSC) to govern student led clubs and organize various skills enhancing
platforms for our students, through:

-

Entrepreneur Speaker Series

-

Soft Skills Workshops

-

Motivational Documentary Sessions

-

Student Speaker Events

-

Conferences and Professional Events

-

Learning Excursions

-

Varsity Competitions

The Career Development Office is

committed to bringing together students
and employers to develop a robust
network and create lasting relationships that benefit all stakeholders.
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It helps students to take full advantage of
these professional opportunities and support recruiters to identify talent.

Wellness
CAPITALIZING ON
OPPORTUNITIES

Entrepreneurial
Mindset

We design a career development program in a framework that helps students

develop planning strategies to shape their future and meet their career goals.
We also provide support and advice on how to turn career aspirations into
personal branding, by developing unique personal profiles, creating consistent
online presence, and building effective networks.

A range of career activities are scheduled throughout the academic year such as:
Résumé Critique Nights Career Day

Mini Flash Cases

Career Conversations

Employer Site Visits

Industry Spotlights

Business Insights Tour

Recruiters Panels

Leadership
Dynamics

Communication

Take the next step
Unlock your Potential
admissions@mbsc.edu.sa
www.mbsc.edu.sa
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At MBSC, we invest in the leadership poten-

tial of students, throughout their journey with
us and beyond. We continuously support their
holistic development, by equipping our students to become insightful leaders and build
a strong community, through our Student Engagement and Career Development offices.
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